START THE EVENING OFF RIGHT WITH A NICE COOL DIP AFTER WORK, OR SET THE PACE FOR SUMMER WITH POOLSIDE GET-TOGETHERS WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS...BECAUSE IT'S ALWAYS VACATION TIME WHEN YOU HAVE A TUSCANY POOL OF YOUR OWN.

**Salt friendly!**

**TUSCANY**

Start the evening off right with a nice cool dip after work, or set the pace for summer with poolside get-togethers with family and friends...because it’s always vacation time when you have a Tuscany pool of your own.

---

**injection molding**

All the components of the resin pool structure are molded by an injection process that enables us to reinforce every one of these components, to curve of the top ledge and also, to use a sturdy snap-on process that eliminates most of the hardware. All resin components are colorfast throughout and duraflex filled.

---

**yardmore buttress free oval system**

This streamlined system was designed to use less space in your backyard.

A structurally simplified design with the superior strength and durability of our traditional construction that is both efficient and attractive.

---

**Resin top ledges 7”**

Curved top ledges offer a perfect look and an outstanding rigidity.

---

**Ledge covers**

Perfectly adjust to the upright while insuring the pool’s circular orientation.

---

**Resin uprights**

Have a profiled and harmonious design for better rigidity and perfect look.

---

**Stabilizers & bottom rails**

Resin stabilizers safely secure the liner into position and stabilize the wall. Oversized resin bottom rails helps to lock the wall into place and permits stability despite ground changes.

---

**Resin uprights**

Have a profiled and harmonious design for better rigidity and perfect look.

---

**Ledge covers**

Perfctly adjust to the upright while insuring the pool’s circular orientation.

---

**Resin top ledges 7”**

Curved top ledges offer a perfect look and an outstanding rigidity.

---

**Resin uprights**

Have a profiled and harmonious design for better rigidity and perfect look.

---

**Stabilizers & bottom rails**

Resin stabilizers safely secure the liner into position and stabilize the wall. Oversized resin bottom rails helps to lock the wall into place and permits stability despite ground changes.

---

**Injection molding**

All the components of the resin pool structure are molded by an injection process that enables us to reinforce every one of these components, to curve of the top ledge and also, to use a sturdy snap-on process that eliminates most of the hardware. All resin components are colorfast throughout and duraflex filled.